
Medicine and Beyond Vol. 1
Presenting research over many years, this first

volume of the series shares profound insights
into healing through examples of life and clinical 
experience. 
$19.95 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-1-890995-97-3

The Meridians and Beyond Vol. 2
Presents research over many years with the

focus of this second volume on pioneering work
on the acupuncture meridians and the emotions. 
$19.95 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-1-890995-65-2

Creativity and Beyond Vol. 3
The final volume of this series of three focuses

on the therapeutic potential of creativity in 
all its forms. 
$14.95 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-1-890995-63-8 

John Diamond, M.D., is a pioneering figure 
in holistic medicine. Past President of the

International Academy of Preventive Medicine, 
he is a bestselling author of over thirty-five
books, including the classics Your Body Doesn’t
Lie and Life Energy. One of the foremost senior 
holistic healers, his work combines a wide array 
of medical, cultural, spiritual, and philosophical
disciplines into a powerful approach for health,
healing, and life.

www.DrJohnDiamond.com    www.LifeEnergyArts.com
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The Book of Angels 
The Divine Couple 
By Kaya & Christiane Muller 

Did you know that millions
and millions of people
around the world share 

this same dream: to one day find
everlasting love…But is it really
possible to find our twin soul? 
To find Angelic Love? To become
and embody a Divine couple? 
And what about all the people

who never attract the right person,
who always attract the same 
pattern of jealousy, betrayal or
lack of commitment? Why does
this keep happening to them? 
With this book, you will 

enter the most profound ancient
wisdom of love, and you will 
learn how to unveil and transform
your own deepest unconscious
wounds and secrets. You will learn a new way of seeing life by
understanding the synchronicities of the Universe we live in.

A Matter of Death and Life
By D.L. Kline

AMatter of Death and
Life deals with a subject
that touches all of us and

the illusion of death—what really
happens to us when our physical
bodies cease to function and,
more importantly, how we plan
all our lives to make the most of
our brief time on Earth.

“Nobody ever ‘dies.’ When
this body you are currently
inhabiting ceases to function, 
and an earthly life can no longer
be maintained by it, you, the real
you, your soul if you will, simply
leaves that body and returns to
your home in the dimension next to this one.” 

D. L. Kline lived a fairly ordinary life until an unexpected psychic
awakening at the age of 60. Now he is writing a series of books
about his spiritual journey to help others find their own paths.

www.BalboaPress.com   www. davenjasper.com
$12.99 Soft Cover / $5.99 Ebook   ISBN 978-1-5043-8046-1

UCM Publishing  www.ucm.ca
$22.95 Soft Cover

ISBN 978-2-923654-74-4

Thinking and Destiny
A Classic for the Ages
By Harold W. Percival

Here is your personal guide for
the New Age, with its unparal-
leled challenges and opportuni-

ties. You will finally understand that,
by your own thinking, you have made
your destiny up to the present. You 
will learn how you have the power to
change your future, but more, you will
help change the destiny of the world!
Many have proclaimed Thinking and

Destiny, Percival’s masterwork, to be
the most complete book ever written on
man and the universe. Here you will find
rare information about your true identity.
With this knowledge, you will then have
the potential to awaken your own inherent
ability to understand all that constitutes
existence. 
The reading of this magnificent work

may well be the most exciting and reward-
ing experience of your life – a peace and joy in knowing, a feeling of
harmony, security, love, non-aloneness; it puts the spotlight on many
problems and mysteries otherwise inexplicable.

The Word Foundation
$26 Softcover 

ISBN 978-0-911650-06-8
$36 Deluxe HC 

ISBN 978-0-911650-09-9
1080 Pages   

Available from New Leaf
For more titles, visit:

theWordFoundation.org
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Books

The Urantia Book
Redefining Spirituality in the 21st Century
Over 800,000 in print 

Welcome to the literary masterpiece that answers questions about
God, life in the universe, the history and future of this world, and
the life of Jesus. The Urantia Book harmonizes history, science,

and religion into a philosophy of living that brings new meaning and hope
into your life. If you are searching for answers, read The Urantia Book!
The world needs spiritual truth that provides individuals with a pathway

into a personal relationship with God. The book describes an endless destiny
for humankind, teaching that living faith is the key
to spiritual progress and eternal survival.  
The last part is the inspiring story of Jesus’ life

and teachings as never told before. It includes
his birth, childhood, teenage years, adult 
travels and adventures, public ministry, cru-
cifixion, and 19 resurrection appearances.
When you read his story, you’ll find 
your own life purpose invigorated 
and transformed.

Urantia Foundation www.Urantia.org 
$19.95 SC ISBN 978-0-911560-51-0
$24.95HC  ISBN 978-0-911560-07-7

Gift Boxed LeatherSoft 
$39.95  ISBN 978-0911560-138

New Leaf Distributor #1 Best Selling Book for Last 2 Years!

David Emerald’s Power of TED*  
Over 100,000 copies sold!
Escape the Grip of Life’s Drama...Take Control of Your Life

The Power of TED* (*The Empowerment Dynamic) is a fable on self-
leadership and learning to grow through the difficulties of life. The readers will
walk with David, the main character, and his wise guides, Ted and Sophia, as
David shares why he feels victimized by life. They show David how he can 
move from feeling like a Victim to being a Creator of his own life. Learning 
how to shift out of the drama-of-the-moment into a life of empowerment and
choice is the priceless gift it teaches. This 10th Anniversary Edition conveys a
message of hope that all of life, whether at home or work, can be transformed to
create satisfying and fulfilling relationships.
David Emerald’s insights come from over 35 years of study to understand what

it takes to create effective relationships. A life-long seeker, David incorporates his
own lessons learned while coaching and facilitating with Fortune 50 companies,
nonprofits, government agencies and academic groups including the University 
of Notre Dame’s Strayer Center for Business Education. He brings his personal
spiritual search to life in his role as author of The Power of TED*. Together with
his wife, Donna Zajonc, they support people and groups to gain insight about how
to shift from drama to empowerment. They live on an Island in the great
Northwest.
“…Really smart and helpful information about…stronger, saner 

and healthier ways of behaving.” - Elizabeth Gilbert, author of 
Eat, Pray, Love and Big Magic

Polaris Publishing   www.powerofted.com
$14.95 Pbk / $17.95 Canada

ISBN 978-0-9968718-0-8  176 pgs
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“I love Bragg 
Vinegar Drinks. 

They are my secret 
of all secrets.”
– KATY PERRY,

Singer

“Paul C. Bragg did more for 
America’s Health than 

any one person I know of.”
– Dr. C. EVERETT KOOP,
Former US Surgeon General  

“Bragg's easy to 
follow Health 
Program makes 
my days Healthy!”

– CLINT            
EASTWOOD, 
Bragg Follower 
over 65 years

Paul C.
Bragg, 
ND, PhD.

Patricia
Bragg,
ND, PhD.

Also In
Spanish

Also In
Spanish

Also In
Spanish

DISTRIBUTED BY

National Book Network

(800) 62-6 20
NBNbooks.com

Also In Also In Also In

BRAGG® Health Science Books 
10 Must Read Books for Health – They Inform, Inf luence & Inspire!

800-  6-1990
BRAGG.com
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Two Red Feathers 
in the Hat of the Sun
By Jacquelyn Millay 

On December 20, 2014,
my deceased daughter,

Phia, communicated with me
from ‘across the veil’. The
message she shared felt so
important, I chose to publish
this energized photo /poetry
book. The orb-filled photos
of the Sun’s unconditional love for us, have hap-
pened since the March Equinox of 2014. Enjoy! 
BalboaPress.com   www.harmonicpulsewellness.com
$20.45 SC   $3.99 E-Bk   ISBN 9781504348515   48 pgs

Not What We
Appear to Be
By Monti Scribner

This spiritual guidebook
offers an enlightened per-

spective about the nature of
our existence. In doing so, it
answers many questions about
life purpose and the experi-
ence of being human. The answers contained
within these pages will provide you with illumi-
nating insights into the value of the Earthly expe-
rience and tools to support your spiritual journey. 
Formulas4Living   Formulas4living.com
$12.95 Paperback   ISBN 978-1941065273

Breathing Love
Meditation in Action
By Jennie Lee

Discover how to live love
as the ultimate spiritual

practice. Breathing Love uses
meditation, affirmation, and
mindful action to open your
heart to your true nature as
love itself. When conscious-
ness shifts from fear and 
negativity, to faith and trust,
life holds greater meaning,
and we reconnect as one unified human family. 
Llewellyn Worldwide   jennieleeyogatherapy.com
$16.99 Paperback   ISBN 978-0738752099

Seasoned with Gratitude
250 Recipes and Blessings Celebrating
the Greater Nourishment of Real Food
By Kathryn Lafond

An inspiring 
cookbook infused

with mouth-watering
recipes, holds an
added ingredient: 
reverence for nature’s
bounty. For people 
of all dietary persua-
sions-vegetarian and
carnivore, paleo and
gluten-free; it intro-
duces nourishing recipes from breakfasts through
desserts, but also blessings and practices to help
nurture an awareness of our place in the circle of
life.

Greater Nourishment Pub.
$32.95 SC  552 pages  ISBN 978-09972175-0-6
www.kathrynlafond.com, Amazon & Bookstores

AN INSPIRATIONAL DECK  
Discovering Your Life Purpose

BEAUTIFUL PAINTED ARROW 
VISIONARY ART CARDS

THE PATH OF THE RED ROAD

JOSEPH RAEL

Beautiful Painted 
Arrow’s Visionary 
Art Cards: The Path 
of the Red Road 
Boxed set: 20 cards 
with 4/color visionary 
art and100-page trade 
paperback 

$20 US – ISBN 978-1-937462-33-8

To order  
millichapbooks.com

A Guilt Buster-

Spirituality 103
The Forgiveness Code
By Ivan Figeueroa Otero, MD

This book
will help
you discov-

er the weapons to
win the emotional-
ly created battle
between the Light
of your knowledge
and the Shadows 
of your Ignorance. 
Spirituality 103

will teach you how
to delete the word
guilt from the dictionary of Love and find
your way back to the source of happiness.
In this book you will learn how the 

forgiveness code will decipher the forgot-
ten wisdom stored in our DNA since the 
Big Bang.

Balboa Press 
$15.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1504379724
$33.95 HC ISBN 978-1504379731  99¢ Ebook
www.ivanfigueroaoteromd.com
Orders: Ingram, Amazon, B&N

Embrace Your Fertility
By Dr. Timea Belej-Rak

Offering a multifaceted
discussion about a

complex and emotional 
subject, it features chapters
by professionals in the field
with detailed information
about processes and pro-
cedures. It includes a look
at both mainstream medical
interventions and comple-
mentary health options 
from diet to acupuncture and views your fertility 
journey from new perspectives.
Timea Belej-Rak, MD, is an obstetrician 

gynecologist with specialty training in fertility.
She has been a practicing fertility specialist for
the past ten years in Toronto, Canada.

Balboa Press  $15.99 Softcover, $3.99 E-Book
ISBN 9781504367653  216 pgs

Embraceyourfertility.com & Amazon

Develop Clairvoyant 
& Healing Abilities
Enhance your clairvoyant

and healing abilities with
Essential Energy Tools;
three DVDs that illustrate
how to use the tools, a med-
itation CD and a “Kids’
Mindpower” CD. 
Author Gayle Kimball,

Ph.D., teaches online 
courses and does individual
coaching sessions. See her
bio and other books on
www.gaylekimball.info.

You Can’t Heal a Wound
By Saying It’s Not There

Dr. Saundra J. Taulbee 
helps us heal past wounds.

Writing as therapist, pastor, in
memoir style, she shares her
story. She is direct, caring. If
you’re stuck, hating it, think
there’s a wound beneath some
patterns, and you’re ready to get
honest (maybe with God and
others), this book is for you!
AuthorHouse.com  $3.99 eBook
$14.99 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-1-4685-6109-8
$23.99 Hard Cover  ISBN 978-1-4685-6108-1 
Order: Bookstores, Amazon, B&N

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

  
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 
     

Equality Press
$25 Paperback

$10 eBook  477 Pgs
ISBN 0-938795-99-6
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Whole-Body Dentistry®

By Mark A. Breiner, DDS
Does Your Mouth Reveal Your Health Secrets?

When you sit in the dentist’s chair, you expect the exam to uncover issues in the
mouth—and the mouth only. But your teeth and tissues that are exposed when
you open wide may hold clues about your risk for heart disease, cancer, arthritis,

reproductive issues, and much more—sometimes long before a physician might notice
other warning signs. 

In this comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide you will learn:
• The importance of the mouth-body energy connection
• Which common dental treatments may be endangering your health
• Which health problems can often be traced back to the mouth 
• Which new tools, diagnostics, procedures, and protocols are available

“You are going to be fascinated. Reads like an adventure tale mixed with science.” –
Conversation Crossroads

Winner! Global E-Book Awards – Medicine and Healthcare
Finalist, Book of the Year Awards – Foreword Review
Mark A. Breiner, DDS, a pioneer and recognized authority in the field

of biological dentistry, has helped patients from around the globe find
solutions to baffling, unresolved health problems. Dr. Breiner is a Fellow
of the Academy of General Dentistry, a past-president and Fellow of the
International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology. He practices
dentistry in Fairfield, Connecticut.

Visit www.wholebodydentistry.com for free health newsletters, videos
& interviews, interactive meridian tooth chart and more!

Dr. Mark 
Breiner

Quantum Health Press, LLC
$21.95 Pbk, 496 pages

ISBN: 978-0-9678443-1-2
Also available hardcover 

and e-book
www.wholebodydentistry.com
New Leaf, Ingram, B&T
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Calling You 
  By Dr. Beatrix Czeize & Aniko Gresko 

$ 30 SC  $18 Ebook  788 pages
Dolphin Dream Ltd. stellarnations.com 
Winner of Bookvana Awards 2017, Finalist
in New Age at Body, Mind, Spirit Book
Awards , Intern’l Book Awards, Amster-
dam, Paris, & NewYork Book Festivals

Stellar Nations – Soul Families
(2 Volumes)  The Cosmic History

Chronicles of the Milky Way Galaxy 
By Dr. Beatrix Czeizel and Aniko Gresko 
$ 68 for 2 vol. ISBN  978 963 08 25337 
Dolphin Dream Ltd.   stellarnations.com 

Winner / New Age in 
Body, Mind, Spirit Book Awards

Miracles Master the Art
Healing Medically Incurable Illness

By Nancy Lynne Harris, M.A.
Teaches you how to heal yourself the spiritual
way by intentionally changing your negative
attitudes, feelings, and beliefs to positives.
Includes an instructional guide, “12 Steps to
Heal Yourself without Medicine,” to help you
heal your specific illness. Shows you how to
reprogram the pure spirit energy you are 
made of to maintain, control, and improve

your own blood chemistry.
GodSpirits United, LLC

$14.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-0-9815-0464-3
Orders: Nancylynneharris.com, Amazon, B&N, B&T

Dancing at Angel Abbey
By Lauren M. Bloom

Dancing at Angel Abbey shares the
heartwarming, humorous, and inspiring
story of one woman’s journey into a
realm where Heaven and Earth 

intertwine, archangels eagerly share their
wisdom, and Divine destiny awaits.
"A deftly crafted and compelling read

from first page to last." 
- Midwest Book Review

Balboa Press  www.BalboaPress.com
$22.99 Paperback  ISBN 978-1-5043-5331-1 
$39.95 Hardcover  ISBN 978-1504353335

www.DancingAtAngelAbbey.com

Winner in New Age Fiction - International Book Awards

Jim’s Flight
One Soul’s Perspective from Heaven
By Christine Frank Petosa and Elizabeth Williams

This is a beautiful, true
story about the power 
of love, life, hope and

the truth about life beyond 
the grave. It answers one of
the questions that troubles the
human mind: what happens
after we pass on? Jim died
leaving Christine behind, 
but then continued to share a 
powerful, spiritual communion
with her. This book documents
messages he shared with her,
using Elizabeth as a medium.
He brings us many insights
into a soul’s continued 
existence outside a physical
body and the enduring, 
compassionate connection to its loved ones on Earth. 

Findhorn Press Ltd   www.chrisfrankpetosa.com
$17.99 Pbk, $24.99 CAN, $12.99 Ebook  ISBN 978-1-84409-706-7

2017 “Afterlife” Winner - Body, Mind, Spirit Awards 
2017 “Health: Death & Dying” Finalist -

International Book Awards

Tyson & Joey: Two Worlds Collide
By Tom Watts  www.tomjwatts.com
$6.99 Paperback / $0.99 Ebook 

ISBN 978-0648027706
“The present moment is all you ever have.”

Finalist, “New Age Fiction” 
2017 International Book Awards

Self-Help Finalist in the 2016 Book Excellence Awards

The Great Mother Bible
By Mare Cromwell

“... An enjoyable female version of Neale
Donald Walsch’s “Conversations with God”.

Positive, powerful insights about love, 
spirituality, the universe,

and Mother Earth.” ~ Kirkus Reviews 
“A significant contribution to the growing
library of Metaphysical Studies literature
and an inherently fascinating, absorbing
read from beginning to end. Very highly 
recommended.” ~ Midwest Book Review
Pamoon Press  www.marecromwell.com
$21.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-0971703261

Winner - Coalition of Visionary Resources Book Award in “Inspirational”
Finalist - 2016 International Book Awards in “Spirituality: Inspirational”

Midwest Book Award Finalist for “Inspiration”
International Book Awards Winner for “Inspiration”

Venerable Women
Transform Ourselves, Transform the World

By Dawn Morningstar

Venerable Women unveils twelve ways
women are born to change the world—starting
within themselves.  Morningstar inspires

women in the 21st century to claim their des-
tiny as influencers for the good of humanity:
embracing their worth, standing fully in their
power, thriving, and leading with heart. 

Venerable Women LLC  VenerableWomen.com
$14.95 Paperback  ISBN 9780998211138  
Order: Ingram Spark, Amazon, B&N 

Congratulations Award Winners 
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Montaigne Medal • Foreword Reviews Gold Book of the Year -
Mind, Body, Spirit • Silver Nautilus - Science, Cosmology &

Expanding Awareness • Silver IPPY - Psychology/Mental Health

The Art of Healing from Sexual
Trauma Tending Body and Soul 
through Creativity, Nature, and Intuition
By Naomi Ardea

“Arich, vivid, and trauma-
informed exploration

into self-care for the survivor
...by far the most comprehen-
sive, inspirational, and holistic
guide I’ve come across on this
topic.” - Shahida Arabi

$34.95 Pbk $9.99 E-book  ISBN 978-1-63489-915-4
Order: Ingram, B&T & www.NaomiArdea.com

•Bronze IPPY in Psychology
•Midwest Book Awards Finalist 
in Health and Interior Design

Divine Love Affair
An Akashic Journey
By Nancy Smith

Learn to love
again, deeply 

and gracefully. The
Akasha is the energy
and love of the
Creator. We are creat-
ed from love and we
will return to that
love. The miracle in
our lives is returning
to that love NOW! 
Award winning

Divine Love Affair: An AkashicJourney is a
guide for building a spiritual practice to live your
Soul’s Dream. Using the prayers, meditation and
exercises in this book, build a reciprocal relation-
ship with your Soul and the Akashic Field of
unconditional love.
“Practical wisdom that shows you how to

connect deeply to your soul.” — Robbie Holz,
Award-Winning Author

Angelscapes Publishing  www.Angelscapes.net
$15.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-0-9906090-5-6  $5.99 Kindle

Orders: New Leaf, B&T, Brodart Books, 
Library Services, Amazon 

Nautilus Silver Medal Winner for “Science,
Cosmology & Expanding Consciousness”

Safari for the Soul
By Jan Boal

“This is a
well-told

story of an unfor-
gettable adven-
ture…that empha-
sizes learning to
follow your own
path by listening 
to an inner voice.
Hopefully, it will
inspire others to
travel and find
ways of enjoying and discovering the 
journey of life.” — Seattle Book Review
“Jan’s adventures will be an inspiration 

to readers young and old alike! Her travels
and Earthwatch expeditions demonstrate her
resilience, courage and commitment to the
environment and to helping others realize
their potential.” — Jim Vinson, PhD
President Emeritus, UE

Runner Up/Spiritual - 
Southern California Book Festival
Inkwater Press  www.Janboalauthor.com 
$19.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-1-62901-306-0 
Also available in Kindle & ePub

It May Be Simple,
But It Isn’t Easy

By Kara B. Schmidt
This award-winning book is an evocative,
enthralling, and eye-opening memoir of one
woman’s profound midlife spiritual awakening.
The author and her wise spirit guides inspire
readers to learn more about themselves and

their relationship to the spiritual world through
love, forgiveness, transformation, 

conscious creation and, above all, grace.
Balboa Press

$8.99 SC  $4.59 Kindle  ISBN 978-1504365390
Order: www.karabschmidt.com & Amazon

Winner, “Spiritualism” - 2017 Body, Mind, Spirit Book Awards
Summer Solstice Spirited Woman Top 12 Book Pick, 2017

Harness the Full Power 
of Your Brain

How Whole Brain Thinking Can Save the Future
James Olson’s book explores the brain’s profound
effect on consciousness and behavior. Learn how a
divided brain creates conflict, gender and political
polarizations. Discover how to be empowered by
simply understanding the brain’s operating systems.
Thinking with your whole brain leads to peace!

Origin Press TheWholeBrainPath.com
$19.95 Pbk; eBook ISBN 978-1-57983-051-9

13 line drawings and tables

Happiness No Matter What! 
The Essential Seven Principles Program
for a Happy You

Learn how you can be happy
no matter what the circum-

stances! Monica Belizan’s
powerful and intuitive Program
guides you to unveil and own
your true happiness and leads
you into a daily journey to a
more peaceful, joyful, creative
version of yourself.
Balboa Press  
www.monicabelizan.com  
$12.99 Pbk, $25.53 HC $3.99 Kindle  
ISBN 978-1-5043-6717-2   Order: Amazon    
•New York Book Festival Winner 
Non-Fiction / Spiritual 2017 

Naked Mountain
A Memoir by Marcia Mabee

Joy in natural world dis-covery, personal tragedy
and renewal unfold in the
Blue Ridge Mountains.

She Writes Press  
$16.95 Pbk; $8.69 Ebook; 

& audio version
ISBN 978-1-63152-097-6
www.nakedmountain.net

Order: IPS

•Silver Medal/Nautilus Awards/Death & Dying/Grief & Loss
•Bronze Medal/IPPY Awards/Regional Non-Fiction 
•Finalist/Forward INDIES Awards/Nature 
•USA Best Book Awards Finalist/Autobiography/Memoir

The Indigo Journals
Spiritual Healing For Indigo
Adults & Other Feminine Souls
By Yol Swan

Are you highly sensitive,
creative and empathic?

This Readers’ Favorite
Book Award Finalist offers
spiritual insights and practi-
cal tools to understand your
soul type, unlock your power
and fulfill your purpose.

Sri Devi Press - TheIndigoJournals.com 
$24.95 Pbk, $9.99 e-Book, New Leaf & Amazon

Healing the Wounds of Childhood
By Don St. John, PhD
Benjamin Franklin Body/Mind/Spirit
Silver Winner

An inspiring story of the
author’s victory over a

traumatic childhood, and an
understanding of how body,
mind, stress, health, love 
and relationship are related. 
A must read for anyone in
recovery or for anyone seek-
ing psycho-spiritual growth. 

Paths of Connection  Available from Ingram
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 9780997130102
www.pathsofconnection.com

Congratulations Award Winners 
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The Light That Shines
Through the Fields of Fear
By Mai Calev

The Light That Shines,
focuses attention on
the current issues

impacting the lives of many
people today.  We have been
led through the fields of
fear, distrust, and confusion.
Fear disguised as greed,
guilt, shame and self-doubt.
These fears that we carry
impact our lives, physically
and emotionally and also
impact those around us. 
It’s time to Release Your
Fears & Reclaim Your Life!
Live your life with greater
love, more joy, abundant
health, and greater wealth!

Mai Calev is a Life
Coach, Life Mastery Consultant, and Crystal Therapy
Practitioner. To learn more about Mai, go to: www.maicalev.com
About Us page, and visit the Services and Testimonial pages too!

Balboa Press   Balboapress.com & Maicalev.com
$11.95 Paperback   $3.99 e-book   ISBN 978-1-4525-6928-4

THE LIGHT 
THAT SHINES

Through the Fields of Fear
}

MAI CALEV

 

 

Simple Suggestions to Nourish 
the Mind, Body, and Spirit 
By Elizabeth Baldwin-Lodge

$11.99 SC  ISBN~978-1-5043-7068-4  
$3.99 Ebook  Balboa Press  
elizabethbaldwin-lodge.com

This is a SECRET guide for feeling
HAPPY every day, offering wisdom,
recipes, & inspirational activities.

The Birth of Acupuncture in America
The White Crane’s Gift

By Steven Rosenblatt, MD, PhD, LAc & Keith Kirts
$12.99 SC ISBN 9781504364317 $3.99 E-book
Balboa Press www.birthofacupuncture.com 
Exciting & readable history including
principles of Acupuncture. Written by

one of the founders in America.

Living From The Center Within
Co-creating Who You Are Becoming

By Michele Rae
$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-55778-929-7
Paragon House, Bookmasters (Atlas Books)

www.centerwithin.com
Journey toward living a life you love

in higher consciousness.

Spiritual Balancing
A Guidebook for Living in the Light

By Diana Burney
$17.99 Pbk  ISBN 9781583949887

North Atlantic Books www.EarthRelease.com
Spiritual wisdom and techniques 
for healing and self empowerment 

of body, mind, and spirit.

The Law of Attraction Bible
By Dr. Stan Gravely

$12.99 Softcover  ISBN 9781452520766
$3.99 E-Book ISBN 9781452520773

Balboapress.com  www.drstanphd.com.
A compilation of truth that the universe 
has delivered to us in these exciting days 

of transformation & awakening.

 

    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.

Intuitive Journaling as a 
Tool for Growth

Lessons from My
Inner Teacher

        

         

                 
               
               
             

            
             

            
            

            
            

      

                   
    

       
   
        

              
   

            
          

          

               
              

    
      
          

Lessons From My Inner Teacher 
Intuitive Journaling as a Tool for Growth

By Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.  
$17.99 Softcover  ISBN 9781452581941   
BalboaPress.com; also on Amazon, B&N 

www.sharonbrunink.com  
Learn to access unlimited, higher wisdom 

& knowledge through the soul’s 
inner guidance using intuitive journaling.

Simply Color for Everyday Living
By Diantha Harris + 

25 Professional Contributors
$35.00 Hardcover 

50% off for Booksellers
www.lifepotentials.net

A one of a kind book sharing how to use
color for support and transformation.

Holiday Gift Ideas
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Legends of the Grail 
Stories of Celtic Goddesses
By Ayn Cates Sullivan

L egends of the Grail,
Stories of Celtic
Goddesses is a 

collection of Irish myths 
and legends told in the 
traditional way with a twist.
Each Goddess, generally
demonized or misunder-
stood, has the chance to 
tell her story in a way that
liberates her from centuries
of misunderstanding. 
The stories begin in 

1700 BC when a super-
natural race of pre-Celtic
people choose to leave 
surface Earth. Anyone 
with Irish ancestry will 
discover something about
their lineage of light, hope and endurance. Dr Ayn Cates Sullivan
states that these stories contain seeds of hope and wisdom needed
to navigate this current age.

Infinite Light Publishing 
$19.99 Soft Cover   $3.99 Ebook   ISBN 978-0-9970467-0-0
www.infinitelightpublishing.com   www.ayncatessullivan.com

Reflections of a Seasoned Soul 
By Jean Keegan Daly

$13.99 Soft Cover  $5.99 E-book 
ISBN 978-1-5043-7569-6 

BalboaPress.com  jeankeegandaly.com
True stories of transformation experi-
enced by an inspired hospice nurse 
and impassioned spiritual traveler.

Living from Your Heart 
The Inner Essence Journey 

By Katherine A. Dasta
$8.99 SC  ISBN 978-1-5043-7660-0

Balboa Press  
kdasta.com   katherinedasta.com

This book will take you on a journey
that will change your life.

“We’Moon calendars and datebooks 
have consistently been our top-sellers 
year after year.”           
—A. Rowland, In Other Words Bookstore

New!

Mother Tongue Ink  wemoon.ws/pages/ws 
sue@wemoon.ws  503.288.3588

   
   W

E’MOON 2018

A beautiful wall calendar featuring 
inspired art and writing, astrological 
information and interpretive articles.

WE’MOON ON THE WALL

          An iconic astrological datebook, moon calendar 
& visionary collection of women’s creative work. We’Moon 
2018: La Luna calls on the Moon to illuminate our path 

with regenerative hope.

LER for FREE U.S. shipping!$19.95

Datebooks Cards Wall Calendars  Posters

We’Moon en 
Español! 

The fi rst full translation 
of our classic datebook. 

The Love of a Master
By Rev. Jesus Garcia, D.S.S. 

At once profoundly wise and universally
practical, this intimate memoir reveals
the remarkable day-to-day teachings of
an inspiring modern-day spiritual master,
Dr. John-Roger, to his all-too-human 
disciple, actor/producer Jesus Garcia—
who courageously shares their 26-year
journey of friendship and soul transcen-
dence with heart-rending transparency,
vulnerability, and unconditional love.

Scott J-R Productions
$19.34 SC, $9.24 Kindle  ISBN 978-0692881262
Order: Amazon & SoulTranscendence.com

Practical Feng Shui 
for the Office
By Kathryn Wilking

Kathryn Wilking works with home owners
and businesses to find balance and harmony.
Kathryn delivers practical solutions for
life through unique personality profiling; 

moving from chaos to prosperity!  
Take command of your day, arrange 

the desk and surround yourself with the
colors you need! GET YOUR SPACE

WORKING FOR YOU!
$14.95 SC  ISBN 978-1-4759-8818-5 

$2.99 eBook via Amazon
iUniverse.com  www.kathrynwilking.com

Holiday Gift Ideas
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A Traditional Physician
Goes Beyond the Limitations
of His Medical Background 
and Embraces the World of
Holistic Health.
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Stepping Stones To 
Personal Healing

By Robert Koppen, MD

“Stepping Stones is an important read for
those who want to be in charge of their own
health and healing. Dr. Robert Koppen skill-
fully leads the reader through the mind-body
connection, methodically revealing its ability to
create health or disease. Based on his decades
of practice, Dr. Koppen makes this subject

approachable and understandable, empowering
the reader to take action.” - Janine Wilburn,
Founder, Touch.Nology Holdings LLC

Balboa Press  www.robertnkoppenmd.com
$12.99 SC  $3.99 Ebook  ISBN 978-1-5043-8020-1 

Discovering Your Optimum
“Happiness Index” (OHI)
Are you as happy as you think you are?
By Errol A. and Marjorie G. Gibbs

The authors’ put forward
Optimum Happiness (OH),
underpinned by “Joy” (in the
“Spiritual” realm) as a higher
value proposition for human
survival as a viable species
than our typical notion of 
happiness. 
“A potentially life enhanc-

ing, life changing read,
“Discovering Your Optimum
‘Happiness Index’ (OHI)” is
exceptionally well written, or-
ganized and presented, making
it very highly recommended
for personal reading lists, as
well as both community and
academic library, Self-Help/
Self-Improvement collections.”
— Midwest Book Review

AuthorHouse Publishing  http://www.gibbshappinessindex.com
ISBN: 978-1-5049-8319-8 (sc) $19.95 Amazon.com 286 pages
ISBN: 978-1-5049-8320-4 (e) $5.99

Just Be Love 
Messages on the Spiritual and Human Journey

By David Schroeder 
$17.99 Softcover 

ISBN 978-15043-4245-2  $3.99 E-Book 
Balboapress.com, Amazon B&N 

Vignettes on human love and the intent
of divine love - to remember we are love.

Bio-Touch 
Healing With The Power In Our Fingertips

By Debra Schildhouse
$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-59079-357-2
SelectBooks Inc.  debraschildhouse.com
“Heartwarming journey toward reliev-
ing pain and disease symptoms using a
simple technique everyone can learn!”

Earth Angel
Find Your Power, Shine Your Light

By Karen J. Vivenzio, RMT
Balboa Press  www.KarenVivenzio.com
$10.99 SC  ISBN 978-1-5043-6183-5
$26.95 HC  ISBN 978-1-5043-6184-2

An enlightening guide to awaken your inner
wisdom and discover your spiritual gifts.

Soul Explorer
Healing through 

Past Life Regression 
By Patricia McGivern 

Soul Explorer is riveting!
The past life experiences of her clients are
fascinating, and the detailed research into
the factual aspects of what was said during
the regressions adds a dimension not com-
monly seen in literature on past lives. 

Soul Key Publishing 
$15.95 Paperback  ISBN 9780692814178

www.patriciamcgivern.com  Available on Amazon

YogaMass
Embodying Christ Consciousness

By Gena Davis
“This is My Body.” This book builds a
bridge for Christians who practice yoga to
authentically embody their spirituality and
faith, and for yogis to connect with the
spiritual life. The author, an ordained

Episcopal priest, weaves together spiritual
practices from different traditions with her
own discovery that yoga’s ancient truths
are complementary with Christian beliefs. 

Balboa Press  www.BalboaPress.com
$19.99 SC  ISBN 978-1-5043-7775-1

$37.95 HC  ISBN 978-1-5043-7777-5  $3.99 eBook

Templar Tarot: The Journey
Artist: Allen Chester
Author: Stephen Dafoe

$39.95 / 101 Card Deck & 176 pg Book
Order now at

www.inspirebydesign.com. 
Email for quantity discount.

How I Beat 
Macular Degeneration

in the Early Stages 
and How You Can, Too!

By Alan N. McClain

A NEW TOTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
FOR AGES 18 AND UP 

Builds energy & career success -
improves vision - proven health tips.
Enables most who are over age 50 to
avoid or overcome, in the early stages, 
a worldwide eye epidemic currently

affecting one in three people over age 65.
CreateSpace.com 

$19.99 Oversize SC  ISBN 978-1515250500
BeatMacularDegeneration.com

or BeatMacDegen.com

Holiday Gift Ideas
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It’s Time to Answer Cancer’s
Wake-up Call to Life – with 
An Inside Job
By Susan Barbara Apollon

“Getting well against all odds is not
a spontaneous remission. It is 

self-induced healing. Susan shares what
changes you need to make in your life to
have that happen.” — Bernie Siegel, MD

“Life-changing and potentially life-
saving. If you have cancer, read this book
cover to cover, over and over.”
— Susan Silberstein, PhD, Founder and
Director, The Center for Advancement 
in Cancer Education and BeatCancer.org

An Inside Job: 
A Psychologist Shares Healing Wisdom
for Your Cancer Journey
Matters of the Soul
$24.95 Paperback 435 pages
ISBN 978-0975403600
www.aninsidejobforhealingcancer.com

An Inside Job Companion: 
Making Healing Personal
Matters of the Soul  $21.95 Pbk  144 pages
ISBN 978-0-9754036-0-0  

Nanette V. Hucknall

Deepen Relationships, Develop 
Creativity & Discover Inner Wisdom

How to Live 
from Your Heart

The Brethren Spirit
By Robert C Smith

$11.99 Soft Cover   $3.99 eBook
ISBN 978-1-5043-4745-7 

Balboa Press www.robertcsmith.co.uk
Learn how to find spiritual meaning &
purpose by creating spiritual direction

with goals & expectations.

The Laws of the Universe 
and the Bible 

A Practical Guide to Abundant Living
By Lori Kostenuk

$13.33 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-50435-612-1
Balboa Press  www.lorikostenuk.com
Learn to tap into the universal energy

flow for health, healing & living.

How to Live from Your Heart
Deepen Relationships, Develop

Creativity, and Discover Inner Wisdom
By Nanette Hucknall

$16.95 SC  ISBN 978-1942891246
MSI Press  www.msipress.com
Scads of activities to activate your 

heart energy!

The Spirit of Presence
By Jénal N. Menola

$8.99 Paperback ISBN9781504376150
$3.99 eBook  BalboaPress.com

www.jenalnmenola.com
Discover what envelops your purpose in
Massage Therapy and Bodywork with
guidance from a place of presence.

House of Orbs
Surrounded by the Energy of Angels

Written and Illustrated 
by Cecilia Czekanowicz

Orbs are one of the many ways the angels
communicate with us and guide us when
we are in need. This amazing book is all
about Cecilia’s personal encounter with
these beautiful angel orbs, as seen in her
images, with links to view pulsating orbs.
These loving, intelligent orbs have

brought great joy, love, and gratitude and
turned Cecilia’s life completely around.

Now you can view them too!
Orders: www.ceciliaczekanowicz.com.au

$25 AUD Soft Cover
84 pages

ISBN 9780987619709

Holiday Gift Ideas

Touched By The
Extraordinary: Book Two
Healing Stories of Love, Loss and Hope

By Susan Barbara Apollon
Matters of the Soul LLC
Order & Special Offer at: 

www.HealingStoriesofLoveLossandHope.com
Stories of Ordinary Human Beings Finding

Extraordinary Hope and Healing in the Midst of Loss.
“Healing Stories of Love, Loss and Hope is 

food for the soul - I simply couldn’t put it down.” 
- Christiane Northrup, MD, author of 
Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom

“This is a book you will never put away as it will
lift your spirit and soul on a daily basis.” - Beth

DuPree, MD, author of The Healing Consciousness
$24.95 Soft Padded Hardback
ISBN: 978-0-9754036-9-3

Touching Lives, One Song at a Time
By Jennifer Jonas 

$11.99 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-5043-7676-1 
$4.99 e-Book  BalboaPress.com

www.jenniferjonas.com
Somewhat akin to “Chicken Soup 
for the Soul,” Jonas' 25 musical 
stories will touch your heart.
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Qty Title Price Total
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Order Form

Make check or money order payable to:

Subtotal

Sales Tax
(If Applicable)

Postage &
Handling

Amount
Enclosed

Name ______________________________

Address______________________________

City, State, Zip ________________________

Phone ______________________________

E-mail ______________________________

Postage & Handling
$10.01 or less – $4.00 $30.01 – $40.00 = $7.00

$10.01 – $20.00 = $5.00 $40.01 – $50.00 = $8.00

$20.01 – $30.00 = $6.00 $50.01 or more = $9.00

All Prices are in U.S. Dollars

To advertise titles in our next 
quarterly issue, or order free copies

for your bookstore, visit 
www.LeadingEdgeReview.com
Sheila@Leadingedgereview.com

(952) 217-4665
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Life, Love, God
Story of a Soul Traveler
By Norman Paulsen

In this heartfelt autobiography, NormanPaulsen, direct disciple of Paramahansa
Yogananda, reveals the empowering

message that every-
one has the potential
to experience God,
and satisfy the deep-
est longings of their
soul. He shares many
personal and trans-
forming experiences. 
Enjoy the child-

hood stories that
awakened his imagi-
nation and inspired
his quest for God.
Relive the years in the
ashram with the great
yogi, Paramahansa
Yogananda, author of
the spiritual classic
Autobiography of a Yogi. Experience the
unfolding of Norman’s life journey, with 
its times of joy and trial, that culminated in
the founding and building of Sunburst, a
successful cooperative community.

Sunburst Publishing
$14.95 Paperback

ISBN 978-0-941848-00-8
www.sunburst.org

Available 
from New Leaf

The Tao of Thinking
99 Thoughts to Activate Your Inner Wisdom
By Wende Grant

T he Tao Of Thinking is a compilation of thoughts that
Wende Grant has been sending out as a Thought For
The Day over the past five years. Through prayer and

meditation she seeks guidance from the Divine that would
benefit others for the upcoming week. 
It is Wende’s desire to encourage others to authentically

create the right use of their thoughts, so they can manifest
into the reality they want in their lives.
Change your thoughts, change your life...

Balboa Press  LifeLessonsForTheSoul.com  wendegrant.com
$15.99 Soft Cover / $3.99 Ebook  ISBN 9781504361354

   

               
                 

             
             

 

                
               

               
              

       

             
               

     

     
 

             
           

          

  
         

    

    

 


